Activites of ALSOK in Response to the Great East Japan Earthquake
Apr. 28, 2011
We offer our condolences to all the victims of the Great East Japan Earthquake causing severe damage
and our deepest sympathies to all those affected in this disaster. Our thoughts are with those who
continue to suffer its aftereffects and strive to rebuild their lives.
SOHGO SECURITY SERVICES CO., LTD.（Head Office：Tokyo, President and CEO：Atsushi Murai）has
set up an in-house Disaster Countermeasures Office directly after the outbreak of the disaster, and by
working together with group corporations, the Company has gathered information about disaster damages,
supplied necessary goods and sent auxiliary security guards to suffered areas in order to take all possible
measures toward this matter. As of April 15, 2011, the total number of auxiliary security guards exceeded
3,000 people. The details of our activities at the present moment will be as follows.
Along with our group corporations the Company will sincerely be involved in supporting the suffered
areas and victims.

【Major Activities】

■

Dispatch of 3,000 Auxiliary Security Guards
Immediately after the outbreak of the disaster, the Company constructed a supporting framework of
100-people scale, and dispatched 3,000 auxiliary security guards (as of April 15, 2011) from the
Transportation Security, Stationed Security, Electronic Security and Maintenance Services Division.
Those security guards were dispatched to check on the damages, to enhance security and to engage in

■

emergency maintenance work on the security systems and communication lines.
Donations in Total of ¥111,206,350 (approximately $1,367,838)
The Company has contributed the funds from “ALSOK Gratitude Movement”, street donations raised
by the Company’s athletes or sales from the charity auctions to Japan Red Cross Society.

■ Encourage Job Creation
The ALSOK Group has resolved to employ approximately 100 students whose job offers were
withdrawn by the affected corporations.
1 On-site Activities
During the time when traffic networks were fragmented, the Company immediately constructed a
supporting framework of 100-people scale, and dispatched 3,000 auxiliary security guards (as of April
15, 2011) from the Transportation Security, Stationed Security, Electronic Security and Maintenance
Services Division in order to operate aforementioned activities.

（1）Checking on the damages of our clients’ facilities
（2）Enhancing security toward our clients’ facilities
（3）Offering temporary security services upon request
（4）Engaging emergency maintenance work on the security systems and communication lines
（5）Providing suffered areas with necessary goods for rehabilitation work

2 Efforts to Address Planned Power Outage

（1）Stayed on high alert by running private electric generator in our monitoring centers
（2）Increased the number of security guards for every power outage areas, and heightened the security
level of these areas by patrol activities and so on
3 Supportive Activities Toward Suffered Areas

（1）Donations in total of ¥111,206,350 (approximately $1,367,838)
（including sales from charity auctions, excluding independent fund-raising by group corporations）
Contribution of ¥110 million (approximately $1 million) to Japan Red Cross Society from “ALSOK
Gratitude Movement (*)”
* ALSOK Gratitude Movement
The ALSOK Gratitude Movement was launched by the founder,
Jun Murai in 1967 for the purpose of providing services to
society both inside and outside Japan to appreciate the benefits
received daily from the nation and society and to uphold a spirit
of “live-and-let-live gratitude”. Supported not by business
revenues, but through donations from employees, executives and
other members of the Group who agree with its objectives.

（2）Relief Supplies
a Donation of infection prevention supplies
The Company donated several types of masks which are effective
for work exposed to dust and prevents infections. (In total 400
thousand masks)
b Others
Our employees in the affected areas contributed relief supplies such
as groceries that were issued by the Company to the people
withstanding severe environmental conditions in the evacuation
centers.

（3）Street Donations
The Company’s athletes carried out street donations.

（4）Charity Auctions
The Company placed autographed items of our athletes in Yahoo! Auction site.

（5）Volunteer Activities
The employee volunteers are engaged in supportive
activities encouraged by the Company.

【Activity Outline】
・Location： Sendai City, Miyagi Prefecture, etc.
・Member： Employee volunteer
・Term

： from April 8, 2011 for a meanwhile

（6）Encouraging Job Creation
The ALSOK Group has resolved to employ approximately 100 students whose job offers were
withdrawn by the affected corporations.

